Dilution of $^{10}$Be in detrital quartz by earthquake-induced landslides: implications for determining denudation rates and potential to provide insights into landslide sediment dynamics
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Abstract

The concentration of $^{10}$Be in detrital quartz ($^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$) from river sediments is now widely used to quantify catchment-wide denudation rates but may also be sensitive to inputs from bedrock landslides that deliver sediment with low $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$. Major landslide-triggering events can provide large amounts of low-concentration material to rivers in mountain catchments, but changes in river sediment $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ due to such events have not yet been measured directly. Here we examine the impact of widespread landslides triggered by the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake on $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ in sediment samples from the Min Jiang river basin, in Sichuan, China. Landslide deposit material associated with the Wenchuan earthquake has $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ concentrations that are consistently lower than in river sediment prior to the earthquake. River sediment $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ concentrations decreased significantly following the earthquake downstream of areas of high coseismic landslide occurrence, because of input of the $^{10}$Be-depleted landslide material, but showed no systematic changes where landslide occurrence was low. Changes in river sediment $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ concentration were largest in small first-order catchments but were still significant in large river basins with areas of $10^4$-$10^5$ km$^2$. Spatial and temporal variability in river sediment $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ concentrations has important implications for inferring representative denudation rates in tectonically active, landslide-dominated environments, even in large basins. Although the dilution of $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ in river sediment by landslide inputs may complicate interpretation of denudation rates, it also may provide a possible opportunity to track the transport of landslide sediment. The associated uncertainties are large, but in the Wenchuan case, the $^{10}$Be mixing suggests that river sediment fluxes in the 2-3 years following the earthquake increased by a similar order of magnitude in the 0.25-1 mm and the <0.25 mm size fractions, as determined from $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ mixing calculations and hydrological gauging, respectively. Such information could provide new insight into sediment transfer, with implications for secondary sediment-related hazards and for understanding the removal of mass from mountains.
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**Highlights:**

- $^{10}$Be concentrations in quartz measured in the region of the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake, China
- river sediment $^{10}$Be concentrations dropped due to input of landslide debris
- $^{10}$Be-denudation rate estimates should consider high-magnitude, low-frequency events
- effect of landslides on $^{10}$Be-denudation rates can be important even in large basins
- potential to infer sediment input from landslides and track its transport using $^{10}$Be
1. Introduction

Accurately quantifying rates of erosion and sediment transport is vital to understanding mass redistribution processes at the Earth’s surface, and how they relate to environmental and engineering hazards (e.g. Macklin and Lewin, 2003), regional to global-scale geodynamics and active tectonics (e.g. Willet, 1999; Attal and Lave, 2006; Parker et al. 2011), the biogeochemical systems that sustain life (e.g. Heimsath et al., 1997), and the function of the geological carbon cycle (e.g. West et al., 2005; Hilton et al., 2012). Over the past two decades, the use of cosmogenic radionuclides (CRNs) to determine denudation rates has provided a transformational new toolkit (Dunai, 2010), and the inventory of cosmogenic $^{10}$Be produced in-situ in quartz grains ($^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$) collected from river sediment is now widely used to infer denudation rates averaged over the area of river catchments and over timescales of $10^2$ to $10^4$ years (Granger et al., 1996; von Blanckenburg, 2006; Portenga and Bierman, 2010).

In the $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ approach, the concentration of $^{10}$Be in quartz grains is interpreted to reflect the integrated time that these grains have resided close to the Earth’s surface. This is because $^{10}$Be production is attenuated at depth in the Earth due to cosmic ray interaction with rock material, so that the $^{10}$Be production rate is highest at the surface and decreases to negligible rates at a depth of several meters (e.g. Brown et al., 1995; Dunai, 2010). If the removal of material at the surface operates at a steady state, then determining the bulk $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ concentration in a sufficient number of detrital grains collected from river sediment can yield a representative catchment-averaged denudation rate (von Blanckenburg, 2006). Denudation rates determined in this manner are integrated over the time required for grains, on average, to move through the near-surface zone of $^{10}$Be production.
The supply of sediment from bedrock landslides may generate an important non-steady state perturbation to this averaging. This is because landslides can excavate material from both within and below the near-surface zone of $^{10}$Be production (Brown et al., 1995). By delivering shielded, low-$^{10}$Be material to the river system, landslide sources are expected to dilute $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ in river sediments (e.g. Niemi et al., 2005). These landslide inputs can potentially complicate accurate determination of denudation rates in tectonically-active settings, where information about erosion sheds valuable light on tectonic processes but where landslide erosion is frequently the dominant hillslope denudation mechanism (e.g. Hovius et al., 1997; Densmore et al., 1998). However, dilution of $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ by bedrock landslide inputs may also present an opportunity to track the transport of landslide sediment through mountain catchments – an important problem from engineering, hazard, and science perspectives, but one that is non-trivial to tackle (e.g. Benda and Dunne, 1997; Cui et al., 2003a, 2003b; Dadson et al., 2004).

The effects of stochastic and episodic landslide activity on river sediment $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ have been considered theoretically (Niemi et al., 2005; Yanites et al., 2009; Ouimet, 2010), and some recent empirical measurements have confirmed that river sediment $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ may be sensitive to stochastic inputs, e.g. from debris flows (Vassallo et al., 2011; Kober et al., 2012). However, there are little data to: (i) confirm in a systematic manner that landslide sources actually contribute material with relatively low concentrations of $^{10}$Be compared to background (pre-landslide input) values in river sediment; and (ii) assess how and to what extent the input of material as a result of a major landslide-triggering event may influence the $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ signal in river sediments. In this study, we use the landslides triggered by the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake in Sichuan, China, to address this problem, by measuring $^{10}$Be concentrations both in landslide deposit material and in river sediment that has been influenced by input from this high-magnitude, low-frequency event. We compare our post-
earthquake river sediment $^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{qtz}}$ data with results from samples collected at the same sites before the earthquake, and we explore the implications of the observed changes in $^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{qtz}}$ concentration for determining representative long-term denudation rates. We also consider the potential for the observed changes to contribute to understanding landslide sediment dynamics, although we acknowledge that the Wenchuan data leave large uncertainties in this application.

2. Setting: The 2008 Wenchuan Earthquake and Landslides

The $M_w$ 7.9 Wenchuan (or Sichuan) earthquake (Hao et al., 2008) occurred on May 12$^{\text{th}}$, 2008, along a series of dextral-thrust oblique-slip faults within the Longmen Shan, a mountain range that defines the eastern margin of the Tibetan Plateau and the northwestern edge of the Sichuan Basin. The earthquake triggered extensive coseismic landslides (e.g., Dai et al., 2010; Parker et al., 2011; Gorum et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2013; Ren et al., 2013; Li et al., 2014) and thus offers a valuable opportunity to explore the effect of widespread, impulsive delivery of landslide sediment to a fluvial network. Using remote sensing imagery collected over a time window of 1-6 months following the earthquake, we have recently produced a map of coseismic and immediately post-seismic landslides within the catchment area of the Min Jiang, which is the focus of this study (Fig. 1; Li et al., 2014). The Min Jiang is a principal tributary of the Yangtze River and one of the main rivers draining the Longmen Shan. It was the river with the largest drainage area to be acutely affected by Wenchuan earthquake-triggered landslides. The Min Jiang and its tributaries have incised deep valleys with high local relief (2-4 km) and steep slopes (angles often $>30^\circ$) across the dramatic topographic gradient of the Longmen Shan, which rises from the Sichuan Basin at $\sim$500 m to peaks over 6000 m (Densmore et al., 2007; Ouimet et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2011). The bedrock geology (Burchfiel et al. 1995; Robert et al., 2010; Burchfiel and Chen, 2012) is dominated by a Paleozoic passive margin sequence of
deformed metasediments intruded by granitic plutons, as well as Proterozoic granitoids and high-grade metamorphic rocks. The Heihe, Zagunao, and Yuzixi rivers, the major western tributaries of the Min Jiang, drain mainly granites and Songpan-Ganze flysch units, but show large contrasts in observed coseismic landslide areal density, defined here as area of landslide per unit catchment area (Fig. 1).

3. Methods

Following the Wenchuan earthquake, we collected samples from river sediments and landslide deposits for analysis of $^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{qtz}}$. For the landslide samples, we targeted a bedrock failure that is characteristic of the size of Wenchuan landslides and was accessible for sample collection from both the surface and interior of the deposit. In order to assess variability within landslide material, we collected two landslide sediment samples from different positions within the deposit (at the top of the surface and at the base of the deposit, exposed in cross section by road reconstruction) and one bedrock sample from the base of the exposed landslide scar. We targeted river sediment samples from sites where samples had been collected and analysed prior to the earthquake in 2004-2005 (Godard et al., 2010; Ouimet et al., 2009), with one additional sample from 2001 (Chappel et al., 2006). These sites included the Min Jiang River main stem, the Zagunao River, and the Yuzixi River, and 2 small first-order sub-catchments (Fig. 1; Table 1). Two of the sites were sampled twice as part of this study, in March 2009 and April 2010, and the others were sampled once in April 2010.

The stream and landslide sediment samples were washed, dried, and sieved into different grain-size fractions. To separate quartz for $^{10}\text{Be}$ analysis, we used the 0.25–1 mm size fraction from all river sediments, and the 0.25–2 mm fraction for the landslide sediment samples (JWS 09-2 and JWS 09-3). To evaluate grain-size effects, we also analysed the 1–4 mm fraction in three of the river sediment samples. The bedrock sample from the landslide
scar was crushed and sieved to 0.25-1 mm size. The respective size fractions of each sample were split into magnetic and non-magnetic fractions with a hand magnet and a Frantz magnetic separator. The non-magnetic fraction was etched once in 6 M HCl and three to four times in diluted HF/HNO₃ in a heated ultrasonic bath to obtain clean quartz and remove any meteoric $^{10}$Be (Kohl and Nishiizumi, 1992). Final purification of the quartz was achieved by two or three alternating etching steps in aqua regia and 8 M HF (Goethals et al., 2009). After addition of $\sim$0.3 mg Be-carrier, 40–50 g of quartz from each sample was dissolved, and Be was separated on successive anion and cation exchange columns. The Be was precipitated as Be(OH)$_2$ and transformed to BeO at 1000°C. Targets were prepared for accelerator mass spectrometer (AMS) analysis at the AMS facility of ETH Zurich (Kubik and Christl, 2010).

The areal density of landslides upstream of each river sediment sample was calculated from the landslide inventory mapped by Li et al. (2014) based on remote sensing imagery. Total landslide areas and areal densities were calculated as catchment-wide values, and as a function of proximity to the river sampling site. For the latter calculation, the catchment was divided into bands defined by 3 km increments along flow directions upstream from the sampling sites; landslide area and areal density were both calculated within each band in order to assess variability as a function of distance upstream from each sampling site. Catchment boundaries and areas, and flow direction and accumulation maps, were determined by flow routing using the hydrological algorithms in Grass GIS with SRTM digital elevation data (Jarvis et al., 2008).

4. Results

$^{10}$Be concentrations measured in quartz from the three samples from the landslide range from 0.17 to $2.14 \times 10^4$ at/g (Table 1) and decrease from the bottom of the landslide.
deposit up to the base of the exposed scar (Fig. 2). Concentrations range from 1.16 to 3.65 \times 10^4 \text{ at/g} in river sediment, with generally but not universally higher concentrations in samples from the small first-order catchments when compared to the larger river basins. Concentrations are systematically slightly lower (by 15-20\%) in the coarser (1-4 mm) size fraction compared to the finer (0.5-1 mm) size fraction where both fractions were analyzed from river sediments.

Table 2 reports concentrations from samples collected after the Wenchuan earthquake (this study) and compares them to pre-earthquake data (Godard et al., 2010; Ouimet et al., 2009). The individual measurements for each sample time and site are shown graphically in Fig. 3. Only the data for the 0.25-1 mm size fraction are considered in this comparison, because complementary data on $^{10}\text{Be}_{qtz}$ in larger size fractions of river sediment from before the earthquake are not available. Large differences between pre- and post-earthquake sediment $^{10}\text{Be}_{qtz}$ (hereafter referred to as $\Delta^{10}\text{Be}_{qtz} = ^{10}\text{Be}_{qtz, \text{preEQ}} - ^{10}\text{Be}_{qtz, \text{postEQ}}$) are observed. Four of the six sites show a post-earthquake decrease in $^{10}\text{Be}_{qtz}$ that is greater than the reported analytical errors at the 2$\sigma$ level (Table 2; Figs. 3, 4). The two sites that do not show statistically significant $\Delta^{10}\text{Be}_{qtz}$ (MJW and ZGN) at the 2$\sigma$ level are those that have relatively little coseismic landslide activity upstream of the sampling site (Table 3; Figs. 3, 4). However, $\Delta^{10}\text{Be}_{qtz}$ is not a simple function of landslide areal density within the catchment area upstream of each sampling site (Fig. 4a). Variability in $\Delta^{10}\text{Be}_{qtz}$ is best explained if the location of landslides with respect to the basin outlet where sediments were collected is also considered (Table 3; Figs. 4b,c). For example, significant changes in $^{10}\text{Be}_{qtz}$ are observed for the main stem Min Jiang sampled near Yingxiu (site MJY), because of the very high landslide density immediately upstream of this sampling location (Fig. 4), even though the landslide density for the catchment as a whole is relatively low (Table 3).
Measured $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ in the landslide samples is lower than in pre-earthquake river sediment, as expected theoretically, but falls in a similar range to post-earthquake river sediment. The highest of measured landslide $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ is $2.14\pm0.21\times10^4$ at/g. Seven out of the eight pre-earthquake samples from the large rivers of the Min Jiang system (see Table 3, and additional data from Godard et al., 2010) are between $4.32\pm1.26$ and $7.55\pm1.19\times10^4$ at/g, and the small catchment data (Ouimet et al., 2009) are even higher. One river sediment sample reported by Godard et al. (2010), LM261, has a $^{10}$Be concentration of $2.71\pm1.36\times10^4$ at/g. Although this value is still higher than our highest-concentration landslide sample, these two values cannot be distinguished statistically, given the uncertainties. However, the concentration reported for LM261 has an anomalously high uncertainty and is larger than the two other landslide samples we measured (at $0.95\pm0.12\times10^4$ at/g and $0.17\pm0.07\times10^4$ at/g).

5. Discussion

5.1. Empirical confirmation of low $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ in landslide material

The observed $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ in landslide material (Fig. 2) provide empirical data that confirm our expectations that Wenchuan landslides excavated shielded, low-$^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ material via deep-seated failures. This is consistent with similar observations of low-$^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ in landslides in Puerto Rico (Brown et al., 1995). Instantaneous excavation from depth yields relatively low $^{10}$Be concentrations in the landslide sediment compared to pre-earthquake river sediment, because the latter (i) reflects material shed from hillslope surfaces that are $^{10}$Be-rich because of less rapid hillslope erosion during interseismic periods (Parker et al., 2011) and (ii) may have accumulated additional $^{10}$Be during fluvial transport to the sampling site (Anderson et al., 1996). The negligible $^{10}$Be inventory at the base of the exposed scar (Fig. 2) indicates near-complete shielding prior to failure at the estimated pre-excavation depths of >5m where the scar was sampled. With only two data points, it is not clear whether the increase
from the top to the bottom of the deposit can provide any insight into failure dynamics (e.g. with material that previously resided at the hillslope surface, carrying relatively higher $^{10}\text{Be}$ concentrations, now at the bottom; see Fig. 2b). More systematic studies at higher resolution and on a greater number of landslides would be needed to explore this question.

5.2. Implications for determining denudation rates

The input of previously-shielded landslide debris with comparatively low $^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{Qtz}}$ is expected to decrease the $^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{Qtz}}$ in river sediment (Brown et al., 1995; Niemi et al., 2005; Yanites et al., 2009; Ouimet, 2010; Kober et al., 2012). Our data provide direct empirical demonstration of this effect associated with a single landslide-triggering event and suggest that, to first order, higher total areas and areal densities of landslides leads to larger $\Delta^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{Qtz}}$ (Figs. 3, 4). Total landslide area (km$^2$) and areal density (%) are not perfect metrics for actual input of landslide material into the river network, partly because of the location of landslides with respect to sampling sites (Fig. 4), and also because of variability in other factors including deposit grain size, depth of failure, and connectivity to the river channel network, which all may affect the extent to which a given landslide changes fluvial $^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{Qtz}}$.

Nonetheless, it is clear from our data (Figs. 3, 4) that sampling sites with only very small area of coseismic landslides in the upstream drainage do not show statistically significant changes in $^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{Qtz}}$, while those sites with substantial upstream landslide areas showed significant decreases in $^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{Qtz}}$.

These observations have important consequences for determining representative long-term erosion rates, because they mean that samples collected soon after a large event such as the Wenchuan earthquake may overestimate the actual magnitude of denudation rates over the timescales averaged by $^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{Qtz}}$, while samples collected long after an event may underestimate rates. For example, at the Yuzixi sampling site (YZX), the $^{10}\text{Be}$
concentrations in river sediment quartz collected before the earthquake implied erosion rates of 0.64±0.19 and 0.59±0.17 mm/yr, for samples from 2004 and 2005, respectively (Godard et al., 2010); immediately after the earthquake, the implied long-term rates would have been 1.20±0.13 and 2.03±0.35 mm/yr (based on the $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ measured in samples JWS 09-04 and JWS 10-19, and an analogous production scheme and erosion rate calculation to that used by Godard et al., 2010). Similar differences (approximately threefold increases) are implied for the Min Jiang main stem at Yingxiu (MJY) and for one of the small catchments (SCLX), while smaller differences in denudation rate (roughly 1.5- to 2-fold increases) are implied for sites ZGN and SCMJ. The actual long-term averaged rate may lie somewhere in between the values that would be inferred from pre- and post-earthquake samples (as suggested by Ouimet, 2010). Note that the implicit averaging timescale of the estimated denudation rate also changes, in the case of the YZS site from ~800-1350 years based on samples from before the earthquake, to ~250-550 years based on the post-earthquake samples.

Models suggest that the input of landslide sediment may have a particularly significant effect on $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ in catchments with small areas (Niemi et al., 2005; Yanites et al., 2009). Indeed, the small first-order catchments in this study show some of the largest $\Delta^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$, consistent with the greatest sensitivity to the rates and volumes of stochastic landsliding. The models also show that such stochastic effects should average to yield a representative long-term denudation rate for a sufficiently large catchment area. It is tempting to view the mean area at which model basins tend to become well-averaged (~100 km$^2$; Niemi et al., 2005; Yanites et al., 2009) as a general threshold above which $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ is likely to yield a robust denudation rate, even in settings prone to mass wasting. However, the significant $\Delta^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ seen in the large basins of the Min Jiang system, with catchment areas from 1000 to >10,000 km$^2$, indicates that cosmogenic nuclide samples from such large catchments may not necessarily always yield representative long-term denudation rates. This observation emphasizes that
there is a wide range around the mean value in the outputs of the stochastic models simulating landslide effects on river sediment $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$. Moreover, these models make assumptions about landslides (e.g. magnitude-frequency relationships, area-volume scaling) that may be generally representative in a globally-averaged sense but are not always appropriate for all mountain belts. In particular, by averaging the effects of single high-magnitude, low-frequency earthquakes or storms that trigger large landslide pulses, the mean model outputs may underestimate the effect of events such as the Wenchuan earthquake.

Thus very significant changes in the $^{10}$Be inventory may be expected in tectonically-active settings even in large river systems, especially where the recurrence time of major perturbations such as large earthquakes is long compared to the time it takes $^{10}$Be concentrations to return to pre-event levels. The importance of such changes for long-term erosion rates will depend on return times of the high magnitude events.

In principle, river sediment $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ can also change over time when sediment source area changes, if different source areas have different characteristic $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$. In mountain catchments, variability in source area $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ is expected because elevation differences between tributaries lead to spatially variable $^{10}$Be production rates. Year-to-year changes in $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ from some rivers draining the south flank of the Nepalese Himalaya have been attributed to the location of rainfall events, which may selectively sample headwater sediment with variable $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ (Lupker et al., 2012). These effects were not observed in the Min Jiang system prior to the Wenchuan earthquake, which instead showed constant $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ within uncertainty across multiple years (Godard et al., 2010). Moreover, sourcing effects are not likely to explain the observed post-earthquake changes in the Min Jiang, because these are observed across a range of scales (from small, first-order catchments to very large river basins) and are temporally and spatially associated with landslide occurrence.
The Wenchuan data also highlight the important role for the location of landslides relative to sampling sites in determining $\Delta^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{qtz}}$ associated with an earthquake. Where landslide areal density is highest close the sampling site, $\Delta^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{qtz}}$ is generally larger (Table 2, Figs. 3, 4). Thus, in addition to potentially biasing the inferred magnitude of long-term denudation rates, landslide activity may introduce significant spatial heterogeneity that may or may not reflect actual spatial differences in denudation. Inferences about spatial variations in denudation rates, increasingly used to address fundamental questions about tectonic systems (e.g., Wobus et al., 2005; Densmore et al., 2009; Godard et al., 2012; Scherler et al., 2013; Godard et al., 2014), may in some cases be convoluted if spatial variability reflects the duration since the last major landslide-triggering event rather than more tectonically meaningful long-term denudation rates. The importance of such event-driven spatial variability is likely to depend on the return time and spatial distribution of landslide-triggering events, and on the recovery time of the erosional system. However, spatial variability in landslide occurrence may help to explain discrepancies in inferred erosion rates at different spatial scales in some regions. For example, in the case of the Longmen Shan, erosion rates inferred from cosmogenic nuclide measurements prior to the earthquake were significantly lower in small first-order catchments than in the Min Jiang main stem and its principle tributaries (Godard et al., 2010; Ouimet, 2010). The $\Delta^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{qtz}}$ observed in this study as a result of the earthquake was larger for the small first-order catchments, bringing the $^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{qtz}}$ values for these small basins closer to the large river values, and suggesting that the pre-earthquake scale-discrepancy may have been at least in part related to the time since the last large event (as hypothesized by Godard et al., 2010 and Ouimet, 2010).

5.3. $^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{qtz}}$ as a tracer of landslide-derived sediment

Quantifying the post-earthquake transport of landslide-derived sediment has presented a major challenge in its own right. The magnitude, pattern and longevity of the sediment wave
from coseismic landslides have important implications for secondary hazards, because sediment chokes river channels, causes flooding and infrastructure damage, and clogs reservoirs (e.g., Huang and Fan, 2013). The transport of landslide sediment also influences large-scale orogenic processes, because removal of landslide debris is an important mass flux out of mountains (Hovius et al., 2011; Parker et al., 2011; Li et al., 2014). Most previous work on transport of landslide sediment has relied on measurements of suspended sediment fluxes collected at river gauging stations (e.g., in Taiwan: Dadson et al., 2004; Hovius et al., 2011; Yanites et al., 2010, 2011; in Sichuan: Wang et al., in review). This approach is limited by the available river gauging datasets and usually captures a selective grain size range. The dilution of $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ by landslide material may provide an additional, complementary opportunity to trace the transport of landslide-derived sediment, but has not been previously explored.

One possible approach for quantifying Wenchuan landslide inputs to the fluvial system is illustrated in Fig. 5. The mass of sediment being transported in the river following the earthquake ($M_{\text{post}}$) can be calculated as a ratio to the pre-landslide sediment volume ($M_{\text{pre}}$) based on end-member mixing:

$$M_{\text{post}}/M_{\text{pre}} = \frac{^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{qtz,pre}} - ^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{qtz,landslide}}}{^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{qtz,post}} - ^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{qtz,landslide}}}$$  

where $^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{qtz,pre}}$ is the river sediment $^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{qtz}}$ concentration before the earthquake (known for each site), $^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{qtz,post}}$ is the river sediment $^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{qtz}}$ concentration after the earthquake (also known for each site), and $^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{qtz,landslide}}$ is the $^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{qtz}}$ concentration of the landslide material. $^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{qtz,landslide}}$ is not precisely known because of variability in landslide material, both within and between landslides (cf. Fig. 2). Fig. 5 shows estimated $M_{\text{post}}/M_{\text{pre}}$ as a function of the value of $^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{qtz,landslide}}$ for each of the sites in this study with significant $\Delta^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{qtz}}$. The
propagated analytical uncertainties lead to large possible ranges in $M_{\text{post}}/M_{\text{pre}}$ but still clearly show that $M_{\text{post}}/M_{\text{pre}}$ is much higher in some catchments (e.g. MJY, YZX) compared to others (ZGN), as expected based on the comparative $\Delta^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{qtz}}$ values. Although the uncertainties are large, Fig. 5 could be used to make first-order quantitative estimates of $M_{\text{post}}/M_{\text{pre}}$, given some constraints on $^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{qtz,landslide}}$.

It is not possible to directly measure the $^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{qtz,landslide}}$ for the very large number (tens of thousands) of Wenchuan landslides. Instead, we approach this problem by modeling the $^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{qtz}}$ in each landslide using area-volume scaling relations and the theoretical decrease in $^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{qtz}}$ with depth below the Earth’s surface (details described in Appendix A1). Estimated volume-averaged $^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{qtz,landslide}}$ for all landslide material in each catchment (Table 3) ranges from $1.24 \pm 0.12$ (for catchment MJY) to $1.74 \pm 0.16 \times 10^4$ at/g (for catchment ZGN). These model-derived $^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{qtz,landslide}}$ values provide a first-order constraint for estimating $M_{\text{post}}/M_{\text{pre}}$ for each catchment (Fig. 5). $M_{\text{post}}/M_{\text{pre}}$ values inferred on this basis range from $<2$ to $>8$, depending on the catchment (Table 3). This ratio reflects an enhancement factor describing the increase in sediment mass in the river system as a result of landslide inputs, based on comparison before and after the earthquake. This $^{10}\text{Be}$-derived $M_{\text{post}}/M_{\text{pre}}$ enhancement factor can be compared to the enhancement factor $Q_{\text{ss-post}}/Q_{\text{ss-pre}}$, calculated from the change in suspended sediment flux measured at gauging stations in the Min Jiang system before and after the Wenchuan earthquake (Wang et al., in review). For catchments where both datasets are available, the variability in $M_{\text{post}}/M_{\text{pre}}$ values from one catchment to another closely mirrors the variability in $Q_{\text{ss-post}}/Q_{\text{ss-pre}}$, and although both ratios are associated with large uncertainties, the magnitude of the values for each catchment lie in similar ranges. $M_{\text{post}}/M_{\text{pre}}$ describes the change in the mass of sediment in the river channel, while $Q_{\text{ss-post}}/Q_{\text{ss-pre}}$ is the change in the mass flux of sediment per unit time that is transported by the river. It is perhaps not surprising that the two ratios would have similar
values, since the $^{10}$Be samples were collected from sediment deposits within the active river channel. An important difference is that $M_{\text{post}}/M_{\text{pre}}$ has been determined from $^{10}$Be$_{\text{qtz}}$ in the 0.25-1 mm size fraction, while $Q_{\text{ss,post}}/Q_{\text{ss,pre}}$ reflects predominantly material that is <0.25 mm (Wang et al., in review). The overall similarity in the values of these ratios may suggest that there is not a strong grain size bias in terms of the entrainment and transport of material from Wenchuan landslides, at least within the range of sizes of the relatively fine-grained material considered here.

The Wenchuan case illustrates that $^{10}$Be$_{\text{qtz}}$ mixing may help to trace the transport of sediment from landslides, where these are sufficient in scale to measurably dilute the river sediment. This approach might be able to provide information where suspended sediment concentration data are lacking (e.g. in the small catchments SCLX and SCMJ in this study, see Table 3) and can offer insights into the transport of material across a range of size fractions that may be difficult to measure directly. Propagated uncertainties from the $^{10}$Be$_{\text{qtz}}$ mixing are large, but uncertainties from sediment flux estimates are also large (e.g. Dadson et al., 2004; Wang et al., in review). A main limitation of the $^{10}$Be$_{\text{qtz}}$ mixing approach is that calculation of $M_{\text{post}}/M_{\text{pre}}$ relies on the availability of $^{10}$Be$_{\text{qtz}}$ data (or samples) collected before major landslide events, as well as after. For our study, the lack of data for the 1-4 mm size fraction from prior to the earthquake prevents calculation of $M_{\text{post}}/M_{\text{pre}}$ for this specific size range, although for the post-earthquake samples measured in this study, concentrations in the 1-4 mm size fraction are within 15-20% of those in the 0.25-1.0 mm size fraction. Replicating this experiment with larger grain sizes (including gravel and cobbles) could be an interesting next step.
5.4. Monitoring sediment removal by future $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ measurement

The persistence of the sediment pulse from an event like the Wenchuan earthquake depends on the timescale of sediment transport through the system, in addition to the $^{10}$Be concentrations associated with “background” (i.e., non-landslide) erosion and the associated background sediment production rates (e.g. Niemi et al., 2005). By monitoring changes in $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ following a major event, it may in principle be possible to determine the processes that govern the transport and eventual evacuation of the landslide sediment wave (e.g. Benda and Dunne, 1997). The rate of removal of landslide debris can be simplified by two idealized scenarios, in which removal is either limited by supply or by transport. These scenarios provide a useful conceptual framework for considering how the $^{10}$Be signal observed in this study in the Min Jiang might evolve with time in the future, at least to first-order.

We define supply-limited removal as occurring when the rate of removal of sediment material is determined by the volume that is available, in other words, when total change in volume $V_{ls}$ is limited by the supply of landslide sediment to the fluvial network. This definition means that the volume of landslide material remaining within the Longmen Shan, $V_{ls}$, at time $t$ will depend on the volume of material available:

$$\frac{dV_{ls}}{dt} = -kV_{ls} = -F_{ls} \quad (2)$$

where $k$ is a constant and $F_{ls}$ is the removal flux (i.e. the amount of sediment transported over time interval $dt$). Equation 2 integrates to give:

$$\Delta V_{ls} = V_{ls0} (1 - \exp(-kt)) \quad (3)$$

where $V_{ls0}$ is the initial landslide volume following the earthquake (Fig. 6a). Sediment transport, on the other hand, should vary as the inverse of the total landslide volume (Fig. 6b).
In contrast, we define *transport-limited removal* as occurring when the rate of removal of sediment is determined by the transport capacity of the fluvial network, which is determined by factors such as grain size and hydrological flow regime. In the theoretical end-member case, this removal rate would not depend on the amount of material available to transport, so would be independent of the volume of landslide debris remaining in the catchment. The change in volume with time thus becomes:

\[
d\frac{V_{ls}}{dt} = -F_{ls0} \tag{4}
\]

where \( F_{ls0} \) is the removal flux immediately following the earthquake, yielding:

\[
V_{ls} = V_{ls0} - F_{ls0} t \tag{5}
\]

as shown in Fig. 6a. These end-member definitions of supply- versus transport-limited sediment removal provide the basis for a simple, first-order model for the evolution of landslide sediment volumes and fluxes, and associated fluvial \(^{10}\text{Be}_{qtz} \).

Assuming a time window long enough to average flow conditions, and assuming that there are no long-term changes in flow conditions, the transport of material should take place within the space defined by the limits of the two end-member scenarios (see grey area in Fig. 6a). The actual time-evolution of landslide volumes and associated sediment flux would theoretically be defined by some combination of the two. For example, the system may initially be transport-limited, because of the very large initial input of landslide debris into the river system, but once the initial supply of material in the rivers has been evacuated, the removal of the landslide material may become supply-limited. This shift might result from a grain size effect, as less material becomes available in a grain size range that can be mobilized under a given flow regime (e.g. Topping et al., 2000). It could also result from a topographic effect, because many landslide deposits are adjacent to river channels, so that the toe of the deposit enters the river system quickly while other parts of the deposit are less accessible for transport (e.g. the deposit in Fig. 2). Figs. 5b and 5c illustrate an example of
a possible trajectory in which sediment removal is initially transport-limited and then
becomes supply-limited, but any number of possible combinations like this may be possible.
Defining such trajectories assumes that additional supply from post-seismic landslides in
years following the earthquake is small relative to the coseismic input. With post-seismic
landslide maps, such additional sources could be taken into account explicitly (e.g., Hovius
et al., 2011).

The key point here is that the different scenarios for sediment transport have distinct
implications for how they are expected to influence changes in river sediment $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ with
time (see Fig. 6c). Measurement of $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ over time in the future may be able to shed light
into what regulates the long-term removal of landslide debris following a major event such as
the Wenchuan earthquake, while also providing quantitative insight into the longevity of the
sediment pulse in the catchment system. For example, it would be valuable to know whether
$^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ concentrations remain low for an extended period of time (and if so, for how long)
and then increase abruptly (supply-limited case), or if concentrations change more gradually
over time (transport-limited case). Actual changes in $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ in the future may be highly
noisy, influenced by variable background erosion and sediment supply, and by stochastic
processes such as source area changes (cf. Lupker et al., 2012), so it may not be possible to
distinguish between transport scenarios. Still, first-order differences might be identifiable,
and information on the pattern of these changes would be valuable for modeling post-
earthquake sediment transport, with important implications for the persistence of sediment-
related hazards.

6. Conclusions

Measurements of landslide deposits and river sediment from the Min Jiang river system
provide direct empirical evidence that a major landslide-triggering event delivers low-$^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$


material to river systems, changing concentrations of $^{10}$Be in quartz in fluvial sediment. Such effects should be carefully considered when using cosmogenic nuclides to estimate denudation rates, even in large catchments (with areas of up to $10^5$ km$^2$), and when assessing spatial variability in these rates in settings where landslides are important erosional agents. Although the dilution of $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ introduces complications for deriving information about denudation rates, it also has the potential to provide a new tool to trace the transport of landslide-derived sediment. Mixing calculations provide the opportunity to estimate the relative contribution of landslide material of differing grain sizes to the river sediment. The challenges in determining the representative $^{10}$Be concentrations in landslide material, together with the effect of propagated uncertainties, may be the primary limitation in the application of this approach, and more data from further studies will clearly be needed to test it rigorously. In the case of the Min Jiang and its tributaries, mixing calculations suggest that enhancement of sediment flux after the earthquake has been similar in the 0.25-1 mm bedload size fraction and in the suspended sediment (predominantly $<$0.25 mm) fraction. In addition to providing information about active transport processes, the capacity of $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ to trace landslide sediment inputs may open the possibility of looking for variability in $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ in sedimentary archives as a record of past variability in landslides and their triggers (e.g., earthquakes). Further work would be needed to confirm whether variability in $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ obfuscates the signal associated with landslide sediment transport. Future applications are best suited to other systems where the scale of change in river sediment $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ is likely to be as significant as in the Min Jiang, and this depends on factors such as event return time and magnitude, landslide spatial distribution, and catchment size (e.g. Niemi et al., 2005; Yanites et al., 2009).
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Appendix A1: Calculating an estimated average $^{10}\text{Be}$ composition of landslide material in each catchment

Section 5.3 of the main text considers the question of using $^{10}\text{Be}$ as a tracer of the amount of sediment material that has been input to the river system from coseismic landslides. This requires an estimate of the mass-weighted $^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{qtz,landslide}}$ for each catchment area considered. In this appendix, we develop a model framework for calculating the $^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{qtz}}$ in each landslide using area-volume scaling relations and the theoretical decrease in $^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{qtz}}$ with depth below the Earth’s surface. We then use the $^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{qtz,landslide}}$ for each landslide to determine relevant values for each catchment.

The area $A$ of each landslide is known from mapping using remote-sensing imagery, and corresponding volume $V$ is calculated based on power-law area-volume scaling ($V = \alpha A^\gamma$), where $\alpha$, $\gamma$ are parameters defined by global datasets ($\log_{10}(\alpha) = -1.131$, $\gamma = 1.45\pm0.01$ from Guzzetti et al., 2009). Mean depth $d$ for each landslide is determined as $d = V/A$.

For the mapped location of each landslide (elevation, latitude, longitude), we calculate a theoretical steady-state $^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{qtz}}$ vs depth curve. Assuming steady state denudation, the $^{10}\text{Be}$ concentration $C$ at depth $z$ (cf. Fig. 2b of the main text) can be represented as (Lal, 1991):

$$C(z) = \sum_i \frac{P_i(0)}{\lambda + \rho \varepsilon / \Lambda_i} e^{-\rho \varepsilon / \Lambda_i}$$

(A1)

where $i$ denotes each production pathway (neutrons and muons), $P_i(0)$ is the production via pathway $i$ at the surface (i.e., $z=0$), $\lambda$ is the $^{10}\text{Be}$ decay constant, $\rho$ is the density of eroding rock, $\varepsilon$ is the steady-state denudation rate, and $\Lambda_i$ is the attenuation length associated with production pathway $i$. We use $\rho = 2.3 \text{ g/cm}^3$ and erosion rate $\varepsilon$ defined by the measured pre-earthquake denudation rate in each catchment (from Ouimet et al., 2009; Godard et al., 2010). Here, we use two terms in Equation A1. For neutrons, we use $\Lambda_n = 160 \text{ g/cm}^2$ (a widely adopted value; cf. Goethals et al., 2009) and $P_0$ calculated for the latitude, longitude,
and elevation of each landslide site based on scaling of a sea level high latitude production
rate by neutrons of 4.49 at g⁻¹ yr⁻¹ (Stone 2000; using code of Balco et al., 2008). For
muons, we use \( \Lambda_m = 4200 \text{ g/cm}^2 \) (the median value from the compilation of Braucher et al.,
2013) and \( P_0 \) calculated for the elevation of each landslide site based on scaling of a sea
level high latitude production rate by neutrons of 0.028 at g⁻¹ yr⁻¹ (Braucher et al., 2011,
2013). We also calculated the results from Equation A1 with muonic production defined by
the best fit to the depth-production trends of Heisinger et al. (2002a,b) using five
exponential terms (e.g., Hidy et al., 2010); this muon production calculation leads to slightly
different profiles of \(^{10}\text{Be}\) concentration vs. depth but does not change our overall conclusions.

We sum the \(^{10}\text{Be}\) inventory over the depth above \(d\) (the landslide depth) and across area \(A\)
(landslide area) to give a total \(^{10}\text{Be}_{qtz}\) for each landslide. There are a number of assumptions
in using Equation A1 to infer landslide \(^{10}\text{Be}_{qtz}\). One is that the profile calculated using
Equation A1 is for steady-state denudation; this may be valid if erosion rates have been
constant at each landslide site over long enough time scale (approximately 2000-3000 years)
to reach steady state, but would be violated if prior hillslope failure had cleared surface
material within that time frame. Even if the depth profiles at each landslide site had reached
steady state prior to the Wenchuan earthquake, we assume a spatial uniform denudation
rate within each catchment, which is not likely to represent all landslide sites. However,
spatial variability is expected to average over the very large number of landslides (100s to
1000s) in each catchment. Our simple approach also ignores effects such as density
differences, variability in the area-volume scaling relationship, topographic shielding of
cosmic rays, and landslide geometry, all of which may vary from site to site. Nonetheless,
our simple model provides a first-order estimate of the \(^{10}\text{Be}_{qtz}\) that might reasonably be
expected for widely distributed landslides across the catchment areas. More data would
clearly be needed to rigorously validate this approach, but for the one landslide with
measured concentrations, the predicted volume-averaged $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ from our simple model is $1.17+0.16/-0.13\times10^4$ at/g. Since the model result is based on theory, it is encouraging that the predicted average $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ lies in the middle of the range of measured values for material from the landslide deposit, and that the predicted depth curve is consistent with the observed data (cf. Fig. 2 of main text).

To determine the volume-averaged $^{10}$Be$_{qtz,landslide}$ for all landslide material in each catchment, we summed the $^{10}$Be inventory calculated for each landslide using Equation A1 and divided by the total volume of all the landslides in the catchment. For the large catchment sites (MJY, YZX, and ZGN), we restrict the analysis to landslides <50 km along flow directions from the sampling sites. This window captures the vast majority of landslides (Figs. 4b,c of main text) but excludes the landslides that are far from the sampling site and at very different latitudes and elevations, and are thus characterized by very different $^{10}$Be production rates. A more complete sediment routing model would explicitly account for sediment transport distances and would be a valuable further research effort.
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TABLE 1. $^{10}$Be concentrations in quartz from stream sediment and landslide deposit in the area of the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake, China

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample ID</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Date of collection</th>
<th>Sample elevation (m)</th>
<th>Catchment elevation$^a$ (m)</th>
<th>Latitude WGS 84 (31°N)</th>
<th>Longitude (103°E)</th>
<th>Grain size (mm)</th>
<th>$^{10}$Be concentration$^b$ (10$^{-4}$ at/g)</th>
<th>Error$^c$ (1σ)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JWS 09-04</td>
<td>Yuzixi at Yingxiu</td>
<td>Mar-09</td>
<td>974</td>
<td>3545</td>
<td>03' 47.6&quot;</td>
<td>28' 59.0&quot;</td>
<td>0.25-1.0</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>±0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JWS 09-05</td>
<td>Min Jiang below Yingxiu</td>
<td>Mar-09</td>
<td>974</td>
<td>3491</td>
<td>02' 45.3&quot;</td>
<td>28' 27.8&quot;</td>
<td>0.25-1.0</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>±0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JWS 10-09</td>
<td>Same site as WBO-05-1$^d$</td>
<td>Apr-10</td>
<td>1568</td>
<td>2833</td>
<td>31' 31.5&quot;</td>
<td>31' 11.0&quot;</td>
<td>0.25-1.0</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>±0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JWS 10-10</td>
<td>Zagunao at Wenchuan</td>
<td>Apr-10</td>
<td>1351</td>
<td>3617</td>
<td>29' 23.2&quot;</td>
<td>34' 49.4&quot;</td>
<td>0.25-1.0</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>±0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JWS 10-11</td>
<td>Min Jiang above Wenchuan</td>
<td>Apr-10</td>
<td>1338</td>
<td>3516</td>
<td>28' 56.0&quot;</td>
<td>36' 07.8&quot;</td>
<td>0.25-1.0</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>±0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JWS 10-15</td>
<td>Same site as WBO-04-24$^d$</td>
<td>Apr-10</td>
<td>1409</td>
<td>2673</td>
<td>16' 05.2&quot;</td>
<td>30' 48.5&quot;</td>
<td>0.25-1.0</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>±0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JWS 10-19</td>
<td>Similar site to JWS 09-04$^d$</td>
<td>Apr-10</td>
<td>997</td>
<td>3545</td>
<td>04' 12.3&quot;</td>
<td>28' 00.8&quot;</td>
<td>0.25-1.0</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>±0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JWS 10-20</td>
<td>Similar site to JWS 09-05$^d$</td>
<td>Apr-10</td>
<td>974</td>
<td>3491</td>
<td>02' 42.7&quot;</td>
<td>28' 28.2&quot;</td>
<td>0.25-1.0</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>±0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JWS 10-09</td>
<td>Same as above</td>
<td>Apr-10</td>
<td>1568</td>
<td>2833</td>
<td>31' 31.5&quot;</td>
<td>31' 11.0&quot;</td>
<td>1.0-4.0</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>±0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JWS 10-10</td>
<td>Same as above</td>
<td>Apr-10</td>
<td>1351</td>
<td>3615</td>
<td>29' 23.2&quot;</td>
<td>34' 49.4&quot;</td>
<td>1.0-4.0</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>±0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JWS 10-19</td>
<td>Same as above</td>
<td>Apr-10</td>
<td>997</td>
<td>3545</td>
<td>04' 12.3&quot;</td>
<td>28' 00.8&quot;</td>
<td>1.0-4.0</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>±0.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Mean elevation of catchment upstream from sample location

$^b$ The blank-corrected $^{10}$Be concentrations are normalized to ETH standard S2007N, which has a nominal $^{10}$Be/$^{9}$Be ratio of 28.1 x 10$^{-12}$ (Kubik and Christl, 2010) considering the $^{10}$Be half-life of 1.387 Ma (Chmeleff et al., 2010; Korschinek et al., 2010). The secondary standard S2007N has been calibrated to the primary standard ICN 01-5-1 (Nishiizumi et al., 2007; Kubik and Christl 2010)

$^c$ Propagated analytical errors (1σ) include the error based on the AMS counting statistics and the error of the blank correction, but not the systematic uncertainty of the secondary standard S2007N, which is 2.7% (Kubik and Christl, 2010)

$^d$ Sample sites from Ouimet et al. (2009)
TABLE 2. Pre- versus post-earthquake $^{10}$Be concentrations in quartz from stream sediment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site and sample</th>
<th>Date sample collected</th>
<th>$^{10}$Be conc. ($10^4$ at/g)</th>
<th>$^{10}$Be error ($10^4$ at/g)</th>
<th>$\Delta^{10}$Be</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(A) Min Jiang at Yingxiu (MJY)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Godard LM254$^a$</td>
<td>Spring 2004</td>
<td>6.03</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Godard SC086$^a$</td>
<td>Fall 2005</td>
<td>5.02</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JWS09-05</td>
<td>Spring 2009</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JWS10-20</td>
<td>Spring 2010</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta^{10}$Be</td>
<td>-3.78</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(B) Yuzixi at Yingxiu (YZX)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Godard LM253$^a$</td>
<td>Spring 2004</td>
<td>4.49</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Godard SC082$^a$</td>
<td>Fall 2005</td>
<td>4.88</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JWS09-04</td>
<td>Spring 2009</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JWS10-19</td>
<td>Spring 2010</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta^{10}$Be</td>
<td>-2.94</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C) Zagunao at Sangping (ZGN)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Godard LM259$^a$</td>
<td>Spring 2004</td>
<td>4.32</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JWS10-10</td>
<td>Spring 2010</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta^{10}$Be</td>
<td>-1.19</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(D) Min Jiang above Wenchuan (MJW)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Godard LM261$^a$</td>
<td>Spring 2004</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JWS10-11</td>
<td>Spring 2010</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta^{10}$Be</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(E) Small catchment on road to Lixian (SCLX)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ouimet WBO-05-1$^b$</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>8.96</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JWS10-09</td>
<td>Spring 2010</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta^{10}$Be</td>
<td>-5.85</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(F) Small catchment along Min Jiang (SCMJ)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ouimet WBO-04-24$^b$</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>6.65</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JWS10-15</td>
<td>Spring 2010</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta^{10}$Be</td>
<td>-3.00</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Godard et al. (2010); $^b$ Ouimet et al. (2009).
TABLE 3. Landslide densities, $\Delta^{10}$Be values (for 0.25-1.0 mm grain size), and $M_{\text{post}}/M_{\text{pre}}$ by catchment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catchment</th>
<th>$\Delta^{10}$Be ± $\sigma$ (10$^4$ at/g)</th>
<th>$^{10}$Be$_{\text{qtz, landslide}}$ $a$ (10$^4$ at/g)</th>
<th>$M_{\text{post}}/M_{\text{pre}}$ $b$</th>
<th>$Q_{\text{s\text{-}post}}/Q_{\text{s\text{-}pre}}$ $c$</th>
<th>Catchment area (km$^2$)</th>
<th>Landslide area (km$^2$)</th>
<th>Landslide areal density (%)</th>
<th>Max. incremental landslide density $d$ (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(A) Min Jiang at Yingxiu (MJY)</td>
<td>-3.78±0.39</td>
<td>1.32 ($^{+0.16}_{-0.13}$)</td>
<td>9.9 ($^{+0.8}_{-0.4}$)</td>
<td>&gt;6</td>
<td>21773</td>
<td>124.7</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(B) Yuzixi at Yingxiu (YZX)</td>
<td>-2.94±0.79</td>
<td>1.15 ($^{+0.13}_{-0.12}$)</td>
<td>5.9 ($^{+4.0}_{-2.7}$)</td>
<td>4 to 6</td>
<td>1736</td>
<td>55.0</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C) Zagunao at Sangping (ZGN)</td>
<td>-1.19±1.30</td>
<td>1.94 ($^{+0.22}_{-0.10}$)</td>
<td>2.0 ($^{+0.3}_{-0.7}$)</td>
<td>1 to 2</td>
<td>4617</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(D) Min Jiang above Wenchuan (MJW)</td>
<td>0.54±1.40</td>
<td>n.d.$^e$</td>
<td>n.d.$^e$</td>
<td>n.a.$^f$</td>
<td>14210</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(E) Small catchment on road to Lixian (SCLX)</td>
<td>-5.85±0.51</td>
<td>3.54 ($^{+0.41}_{-0.36}$)</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>n.a.$^f$</td>
<td>19.69</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(F) Small catchment along Min Jiang (SCMJ)</td>
<td>-3.00±0.49</td>
<td>2.64 ($^{+0.30}_{-0.27}$)</td>
<td>4.0 ($^{+1.8}_{-1.0}$)</td>
<td>n.a.$^f$</td>
<td>41.37</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Model calculated, volume-weighted $^{10}$Be$_{\text{qtz}}$ (mean ± 1$\sigma$) from landslides within the catchment area; see Appendix A1 for calculation method

$^b$ Based on mass balance for the 0.25-1.0 mm size fraction; calculated based on Fig. 5 for $^{10}$Be$_{\text{qtz, landslide}}$ estimated for each catchment

$^c$ Based on change in suspended sediment yield that is dominated (>95%) by material <0.25 mm (Wang et al., in review)

$^d$ The maximum landslide areal density within 3 km distance contours along direction of flow from the sampling site (see Methods section of text)

$^e$ Not determined

$^f$ No gauging station data available
Figure 1. Map of the Min Jiang river basin in the Wenchuan earthquake region. Yellow polygons show landslides mapped by Li et al. (2014). Thicker river demarks the Min Jiang main stem. Stars are locations of river sediment samples for $^{10}$Be analysis, colour-coded by type of sample: reds – samples from Min Jiang main stem; oranges – large tributaries of the Min Jiang; blues – low-order catchments. Colours for each site match those used in Figures 3-5. Grey diamond is the landslide sample site. Abbreviations along rivers refer to catchments in this study: MJW – Min Jiang above Wenchuan, MJY – Min Jiang main stem near Yingxiu; YZX – Yuzixi sampled above Yingxiu; ZGN – Zagunao sampled above Wenchuan.

Figure 2. (a) Photograph of the landslide deposit sampled in this study, showing position of samples for $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ analysis and measured values. $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ concentrations are highest at the base of the landslide deposit, consistent with material previously residing closest to the surface, and lowest at the bottom of the exposed scar, as expected for material that was shielded from neutrons and muons prior to hillslope failure. (b) Sketch illustrating possible failure that would generate the observed variability in $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ within the landslide scar and deposit, with predicted depth-variation based on model described in Appendix A1. More work on other landslides would be needed to determine if there are regular patterns in $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ within landslide deposits that provide information about failure dynamics.

Figure 3. Concentrations of $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ in river sediment from before (uncoloured bars) and after (coloured bars) the Wenchuan earthquake, from 6 different sites in the Min Jiang basin. Post-earthquake data were collected in this study from the 0.25-1 mm size fraction. Pre-earthquake data for the two small, first-order catchments are from Ouimet et al. (2009) who used the 0.25-0.50 mm size fraction; data for the larger rivers are from Godard et al. (2010)
who used the 0.25-1 mm size fraction. Our results show little size-dependence of $^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{qtz}}$ within these ranges. Samples for the MJY site from Godard et al. (2010) were collected upstream of the confluence with the Yuzixi while JWS samples were taken downstream, but correction for the contribution from the Yuzixi based on erosion rate and aerial extent is negligible (<2%) because of the small Yuzixi basin area. Samples from locations downstream of high landslide areal density show significant changes in $^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{qtz}}$ while samples further upstream show little change. The slight increase in $^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{qtz}}$ of the Min Jiang at Wenchuan is not statistically significant, but if this is a real difference it may be due to natural variability or anthropogenic reworking of older sediments during reconstruction efforts following the earthquake. Both small catchments (blue colours) include significant areas of landslide activity within their boundaries. Note different scale for small catchments vs. large rivers; the change in $^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{qtz}}$ after the earthquake decreases the discrepancy between large river and small catchment concentrations observed prior to the earthquake (see text).

Figure 4. (a) Landslide areal density plotted versus the change in $^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{qtz}}$ concentrations of river sediment ($\Delta^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{qtz}}$) from samples in the Min Jiang following the Wenchuan earthquake, compared to pre-earthquake values. Filled circles are for sites from the main stem and major tributaries; open circles from small first-order catchments. All sites with significant landslide activity show a decrease in measured $^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{qtz}}$, and this change is roughly correlated with the average landslide density in the catchment, although there is scatter in this correlation attributable at least in part to the location of landslides within each catchment, as shown in Figs. b and c. (b) Cumulative landslide density for each catchment, calculated for 3 km contours of distance along the flow direction upstream from the catchment outlet (see text). Highest cumulative landslide densities are close to the outlets, and the high peaks in landslide density correspond to large $\Delta^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{qtz}}$. (c) Landslide area in each catchment plotted as a function of the distance from the catchment outlet. Most landslides are close to the
catchment outlets; those catchments with greater concentrations of landslides near the outlet (slope of the curve in this plot) exhibit larger $\Delta^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$. In all cases catchment abbreviations are as in Tables 2 and 3.

Figure 5. Calculated ratio of the mass of river sediment after the earthquake relative to before ($M_{post}/M_{pre}$) as a function of the average $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ concentration of landslide inputs; see text for details. Colors are as in Figs 1, 3, & 4. Solid lines are the mean values; shaded regions show propagated $1\sigma$ uncertainty envelopes bounded by dashed lines.

Figure 6. A schematic illustration of the theoretical time evolution through a major landslide event followed by recovery, illustrating the idealized conceptual end-member cases for supply-limited and transport-limited removal of landslide debris. Actual system evolution is likely to reflect some combination of supply and transport limits, as illustrated in the grey region in (a) and by the example curve in (b) and (c). Note that many different actual curves might be possible; this is just one possibility as an illustration. (a) Evolution of landslide volume remaining in the catchment over time; (b) evolution of fluvial sediment flux; and (c) implications for $^{10}$Be concentration in quartz from fluvial sediments. In the case of an event like Wenchuan, where $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ data is available from before and after the earthquake, monitoring in the future might provide an opportunity to understand what controls sediment evacuation by comparison to these theoretical trajectories.
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FIGURE 4

(a) Catchment-average landslide density by area (%).

(b) Cumulative landslide area (km²) vs. Distance from outlet (km).

(c) Cumulative landslide density by 3km interval (%).
FIGURE 5

(a) $M_{\text{post}}/M_{\text{pre}}$ vs. $^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{qtz, landslide}} \times 10^4 \text{ at g}^{-1}$

(b) $M_{\text{post}}/M_{\text{pre}}$ vs. $^{10}\text{Be}_{\text{qtz, landslide}} \times 10^4 \text{ at g}^{-1}$
FIGURE 6

(a) Range of possible trajectories for landslides with supply limited removal and transport limited removal.

(b) Sediment flux over time showing example of one possible trajectory.

(c) Fluvial $^{10}$Be$_{qtz}$ $(x \times 10^{-4} \text{ at/g})$ over time with Wenchuan EQ marked.